Flight of the King, VE3REX-11
By Robert, VA3ROM (va3rom@rac.ca)
On the morning of November 24, 2007, an Amateur Radio
High Altitude Balloon or ARHAB (www.arhab.org) was
launched from the local fairgounds at Perth, Ontario. It was
a cool morning with little wind and a great day for the
launch. Nearly 5 hours later, a very surprised hunter found
it just east of Kingfield, Maine. The project was the initiative
of a group of parents and teacher at the Perth Children’s
House Montessori School. They call themselves the Lanark
Space Agency (LASA) for promotional purposes. Local
amateur radio operators were in support of the APRS
technology that was employed onboard the payload, tracking
of the flight and the final recovery.
High altitude ballooning, combining APRS/GPS tracking, is
fast becoming a popular activity. While these flights may not
make major scientific discoveries, just getting up and down
through the jet stream and the cold of the upper atmosphere
is a major accomplishment. To help defer the costs of the
flight, the group sold tickets for guesses as to where
VE3REX-11 would land. They also setup a large screen video
display so that everyone could watch the flight’s progress.

Jet Stream – over North
America is caused when
cold air from the north
collides with warm air from
the south. This forms a
meandering corridor or duct
for wind to follow from west
to east. It is between 8-14
km high, 2-4 km deep, 50150 km wide, and a few
thousand kilometres long. It
gets its name from the fact
that jet airplanes fly in and
around the corridor.
Wind speeds usually
average between 100-200
km/h and the jet streams
around the world have a
considerable effect on our
weather.

A basic ARHAB flight package usually consists of a highaltitude weather balloon, parachute, payload container, digital
camera, an APRS transmitter/GPS, and power source of some
kind (batteries or solar panel, etc.) Depending upon the lifting
capability of the balloon, there may be additional equipment
packed inside. The balloon is filled with helium until it’s about
2 metres in diameter and then released. Telemetry is
transmitted (position, heading, speed and altitude), pictures
are snapped at intervals, and the wind determines the heading
and speed. The balloon slowly expands, as it rises, until it
grows to 10 metres in diameter (or more) and bursts
somewhere (hopefully) over 35,000 metres. Then everything
comes falling back to earth, and as the air density increases,
the attached parachute slows the descent and the payload
gently floats down to a soft landing for recovery. Anyway, that’s
what’s supposed to happen.
In the professional weather world, such a balloon package is
called a radiosonde (sonde is French for “sounding line” or
“probe.”) It measures wind speed/direction, air temperature,
barometric pressure and transmits data to a weather station
on the ground.

VE3REX-11 radiosonde launched (courtesy of Brad, VE3BSM)

Now, what could possibly go wrong on a 5-hour balloon flight? It only has to survive two
entries and exits from the jet stream, where wind speeds can reach over 200 kilometres per
hour, along with mind-numbing temperatures of -60 Celsius or colder! Finally, the payload
must touchdown in one piece and land in an accessible area. Should be a piece of cake, eh?

VE3REX-11 radiosonde preparing for launch (courtesy of Brad, VE3BSM)

Tracking, from the ground, was by APRS stations (mobile or fixed), UIVIEW (a popular
APRS program) and the APRS.FI website. Any received balloon telemetry was uploaded to
the Internet (“gated”) and retransmitted on 144.390 MHz (“digipeated.”) You don’t have to
understand how it all works. Just point your web browser to http://aprs.fi and enter an
amateur radio callsign. If they have ever transmitted an APRS position packet, they will
show up on your screen at their last known position.
APRS stations can run stand-alone, using computer control, so one has to be there 24/7 to
operate the radio and Internet components. Every transmitted packet is stored
automatically by dedicated fileservers located around the world. You can retrieve data on
any APRS station, located anywhere in the world, for any date and time.

APRS.FI Google Map hybrid 2-D satellite view of VE3REX-11 (courtesy of VE3VBA)

The flight was going along smoothly, as it passed through the jet stream, traveling along an
easterly course with a slight zigzag. At just over 24,000 metres, the GPS stopped working
and the APRS transmitter started to send erroneous flight data. It appeared to me,
watching from Thunder Bay, that things may be going badly for VE3REX-11. However, 82
minutes later, the GPS began working properly indicating that the flight had going along
just fine. Accurate telemetry was again being transmitted as it descended below 24,000
metres on the parachute. The balloon had burst much earlier and higher, and this was
later extrapolated to have occurred at around 36,125 metres or 118,520 feet!
VE3REX-11 landed in a rough, hilly and wooded area of Maine. There are access roads in
the area but it could be really tough finding it on the ground. The chase team knew the
approximate landing site, so it should be a simple matter for them to go in and find and
retrieve everything? no problemo.

Google Earth 3-D view from above & in front of VE3REX-11 (courtesy of VE3VBA)

The Hunt for REX November
The onboard APRS transmitter was rigged with a mercury switch and simple gimble
arrangement mounted inside a cup cut into the foam packaging. Upon landing, the payload
would be jarred or tipped over and switch it from 500 milliwatts to 8 watts. This would
make it easier to locate using standard APRS tracking and homing.
What they didn’t know was that the parachute had been hung up in a tree and that the
payload wasn’t jolted enough to switch the transmitter to high power. What they also didn’t
know was that a hunter had found VE3REX-11 and had taken it home as a trophy.
The team searched during the remaining daylight hours and heard nothing from the
transmitter until… later that night… VE3REX-11 suddenly began transmitting a strong
signal!

What they didn’t know was that the hunter, in examining his prize, had jostled the package
enough to activate the mercury switch and put the APRS transmitter into high-power mode.
Just as suddenly, the signal stopped.
What they didn’t know was that the hunter had torn open the payload and disconnected the
battery.
The next morning, Eric, KE1LB, with a D700 in his truck, was driving around the search
area and picked up the beacon again. Tally ho, we have the fox! (Check out his account at
www.xr650r.us/balloon).
What they didn’t know was that the hunter had reconnected the battery!” How NOT to
Disarm an Atomic Bomb is one song that comes to mind.
Off they go to the signal’s location. All the position, distance and direction information is
shown on an APRS radio display, so there’s no place to hide. You just follow the displayed
pointer arrow and watch the range count down to zero. Bet that hunter was surprised when
this group showed up on his doorstep! “Excuse us, but by any chance did you happen to
find an amateur radio high altitude balloon APRS radiosonde package with a red parachute
attached?” No trophy for you!
Once recovered, it was discovered that the onboard digital camera had been switched out of
automatic sequencing mode. A wedge, used to hold it in place, had put pressure on a
switch, so no pictures from near-space. However, they did get the entire flight package back
to fly again another day.

Information obtained from the Flight
Flight telemetry was retrieved from the APRS World (www.aprsworld.net) repository and the
resulting dBASE file imported into MS Excel. The correlated data was then uploaded to GPS
Visualizer (www.gpsvisualizer.com) and the Google Earth overlay files created. Screen
captures were made, during the actual flight, at VE3VBA (Thunder Bay/VBA coast guard
radio.)
Pictures snapped from near space would have been nice but it still was a very successful
flight. There was cooperation among the VE3/VE2 and K1 stations along the flightpath and
landing area in the true amateur radio spirit of cooperation across borders.

Typical Balloon Data (1200g)
Balloon lift capability (approx.)
Nominal inflation diameter (approx.)
Volume at launch (approx.)
Burst inflation diameter (approx.)
Volume at burst (approx.)

4.09 kilograms (10.96 pounds)
2 metres (6.3 feet)
3.68 cubic metres (130 cubic feet)
10 metres (32.8 feet)
396.44 cubic metres (14,000 cubic feet)

VE3REX-11 Flight Information
Duration of flight (approx.)
Average course between takeoff/landing
Great circle route distance takeoff/landing
Distance actually flown (slightly zigzag course)
Average airspeed for flight
Maximum airspeed reached (in jet stream)
Maximum confirmed altitude (via APRS)
Extrapolated balloon burst and maximum altitude
APRS beacon transmitter power during flight
(MicroTrak 8000)

4 hours 57 minutes
85.6 degrees true
490.76 kilometres (304.94 miles)
511.74 kilometres (318 miles)
103.38 kilometres/hour (64.24 mph)
216.7 kilometres/hour (134.22 mph)
24,033 metres (78,848 feet)
36,125 metres (118,520 feet)
500 milliwatts then rigged to switch
to 8 watts upon landing

No valid telemetry received between 1218 and 1340 EST (courtesy of Brad, VE3BSM)

Many thanks to Barrie, VE3BSB, for providing a lot of important details, and to Brad,
VE3BSM, for the pictures and altitude chart. A hearty “Bravo Zulu” to all the members of
“LASA” (the parents, teacher and especially the kids) and all the radio amateurs involved on
both sides of the border during the flight. More information is at www.greatballoonchase.ca
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